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ABSTRACT

Users tend to ask and answer questions in community ques-
tion answering (CQA) services to seek information and share
knowledge. A corollary is that myriad of questions and an-
swers appear in CQA service. Accordingly, volumes of stud-
ies have been taken to explore the answer quality so as to
provide a preliminary screening for better answers. How-
ever, to our knowledge, less attention has so far been paid to
question quality in CQA. Knowing question quality provides
us with finding and recommending good questions together
with identifying bad ones which hinder the CQA service. In
this paper, we are conducting two studies to investigate the
question quality issue. The first study analyzes the factors
of question quality and finds that the interaction between
askers and topics results in the differences of question qual-
ity. Based on this finding, in the second study we propose
a Mutual Reinforcement-based Label Propagation (MRLP)
algorithm to predict question quality. We experiment with
Yahoo! Answers data and the results demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our algorithm in distinguishing high-quality
questions from low-quality ones.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.3.4 [System and Software]: question answering (fact
retrieval) systems; H.3.5 [Online Information Services]:
Web-based services

General Terms

Algorithms, Measurement, Experimentation

Keywords

Community Question Answering, Question Quality, Analy-
sis, Prediction

1. INTRODUCTION
Community Question Answering (CQA) services provide

a platform for users to ask and answer questions covering
a wide range of topics. Different with traditional Question
Answering (QA) using stored data to answer questions au-
tomatically using natural language, users in CQA ask and
answer questions to seek information and share knowledge
by themselves. Recently, an increasing number of users are
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Figure 1: Construct of question quality in CQA

choosing CQA to solve problems, for example, Both Ya-
hoo! Answers1 and Baidu Zhidao2 have more than 10 mil-
lion daily visits in 2011 according to Google Trends3. Pop-
ularity of CQA, however, brings about a huge amount of
questions and answers. Series of studies are taken to inves-
tigate the answer quality in CQA so as to screen for better
answers [12, 1, 21, 20, 16], but as for question quality, fewer
studies have so far been documented. In fact, questions in
CQA vary in attracting user attention, answering attempts
and the best answer. Taking questions in Yahoo! Answers
as an example, some questions acquire thousands of tag-of-
interests and answering attempts while some questions fail
to get any answering attempts, indicating varied degrees of
question quality.

The significance of finding question quality in CQA lies
in these four points: (1) Question quality affect answer
quality. It is observed that low quality questions always
lead to bad answers while high quality questions usually re-
ceive good answers [1]. (2) Low quality questions hinder
the CQA service. Low quality questions, such as com-
mercial advertisements, reduce the user experience greatly.
(3) High quality questions promote the development
of the community. Since high quality questions attract
more users to contribute their knowledge, they not only im-
prove the efficiency of solving questions but also enrich the
knowledge base of the community. (4) Question quality
facilitates question finding. We will improve question
retrieval and question recommendation in CQA services if
taking question quality into account.

Text quality, such as “accuracy and comprehensiveness”
(see [4]) has been widely applied to assess answer quality

1http://answers.yahoo.com/
2http://zhidao.baidu.com/
3http://trends.google.com/



but is not appropriate to estimate question quality because
well-written tangible texts contribute little about question
quality. In this paper, we use the term “question quality”
to represent the question’s “social quality”, which involves
three dimensions (see Fig. 1): (1) user attention; (2) an-
swering attempts; and (3) best answer. In other words,“high
quality” questions are supposed to attract great user atten-
tion, more answer attempts and receive best answers within
a short period. Otherwise, questions failing to achieve the
three criteria are labeled as “low quality” questions since
the questions neither meet user needs nor contribute to the
knowledge base of the community.
The paper has six sections. We first review related work in

Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we present the experimental
data and the ground truth. Next, two studies are reported
in Sections 4 and 5 respectively. Study one applies statistical
analyses to find factors affecting the question quality. Based
on the findings of study one, study two proposes a novel
graph-based Semi-supervised Learning (SSL) algorithm and
applies the algorithm to predict the question quality. We
conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
Content quality prediction and evaluation in CQA service

and label propagation on graphs are two research topics per-
tinent to our work.
Content quality prediction and evaluation. The cur-

rent studies of questions in CQA service focus on question
retrieval [5, 6, 22, 3, 9] and question recommendation [24,
7, 17, 13, 14]. However, less work deals with evaluating
or predicting question quality. Agichtein et al. [1] first an-
alyze essential features to the quality of questions, where
question quality is defined as “well-formedness, readability,
utility, and interestingness”. Afterwards, Bian et al. [4] link
the relationship among users, questions and answers to es-
timate question quality, answer quality and user expertise.
These two studies have laid conceptual and methodological
foundations for this paper. In this paper we define question
quality from perspectives of users and community develop-
ment, also taking account of contribution of questions.
Answer quality in CQA, on the other hand, has been

widely investigated in the past few years and researchers
have been working to distinguish good answers from bad
ones, facilitating users with asking questions in CQA. One
of the typical ways is ranking answers using answer features.
Jeon et al. [12] specify non-textual features for CQA answer
quality prediction and Agichtein et al. [1] leverage more fea-
tures like community feedback to identify high quality con-
tent. Recently, Sakai et al. [18] propose to employ graded-
relevance metrics to evaluate answer quality.
At the same time, ranking algorithms and models are ex-

plored as well. Bian et al. [3] rank answers of factual infor-
mation retrieval according to user interaction, answer qual-
ity and relevance. Wang et al. [21] devise an answer ranking
algorithm which applies analogical reasoning to model the
relation between questions and answers in CQA. Suryanto et
al. [20] construct models to find good answers of new ques-
tions from a CQA portal considering user expertise in an-
swering. The coupled mutual reinforcement model proposed
by Bian et al. [4] is most related to our method. In their
model, question quality is determined by answer quality and
asker expertise, which echo our claim of question quality
construct covering user attention, answering attempts and

Table 1: Summary of questions and askers in Enter-

tainment & Music category and its subcategories

Subcategory # of questions # of askers

Celebrities 11,817 7,087
Comics & Animation 11,327 6,801

Horoscopes 7,235 2,203
Jokes & Riddles 3,685 2,569

Magazines 548 462
Movies 15,121 10,996
Music 32,948 18,589

Other - Entertainment 2,244 2,003
Polls & Surveys 138,507 18,685

Radio 640 272
Television 14,477 10,146

All 238,549 62,853

best answer. However, in their framework question quality
is estimated directly from answer quality and asker exper-
tise, but our method is to predict question quality without
any answer information.

Label propagation. Our proposed algorithm is an exten-
sion of label propagation on bipartite graphs. Label prop-
agation is a class of algorithms which propagates the la-
bels of labeled data to unlabeled data in a homogeneous
graph. Harmonic function [26], local and global consistency
[23] and green’s function [8] are three typical label prop-
agation methods. Our algorithm is based on the harmonic
function [26], which assumes the label of each unlabeled data
is the weighted average of its neighbors’.

3. DATA DESCRIPTION
In this section, we first describe our data set. Then we

detail how to set the ground truth for question quality, pro-
viding the baseline for the following studies and analyses.

3.1 Data set
We collect 238,549 resolved questions from July 7, 2010 to

September 6, 2010 under the Entertainment & Music cate-
gory of Yahoo! Answers. For each question, we crawl both
the question information (the texts of subject and content,
post time, best answer post time, number of answers and
number of tag-of-interests by other users) and the asker in-
formation (total points, # of answers, # of best answers, #
of questions asked, # of questions resolved and # of stars
received). There are altogether 11 subcategories under En-

tertainment & Music and Table 1 gives the statistics of the
data set.

3.2 Ground truth
We set the ground truth using the construct of question

quality in CQA (see Fig. 1). To quantify the three variables,
we are using the number of tag-of-interests (NT, reflecting
the attractiveness of a question), number of answers (NA),
and the reciprocal of the minutes for getting the best answer
(RM) in this paper.

We first attempt to cluster these questions but the cluster-



Table 2: Rule base for the ground truth setting
P

P
P
P

P
PP

RM
NTA

4 3 2 1

4 4 4 3 2
3 4 3 3 2
2 3 3 2 1
1 2 2 1 1

Table 3: Summary of questions in four levels

Level 1 2 3 4

Count 53,806 62,192 69,836 52,715

ing results are not congruent with different seeds. In spite of
this, the size of each cluster varies sharply from less than 10
to more than 50,000. Having consulted domain experts, we
resort to expert based reasoning. The Pearson Correlations
between each of the two variables are calculated and NT and
NA are correlated (0.500) but either NT or NA shows little
correlation with RM (-0.011 and 0.213 respectively). There-
fore, we first normalize and average the values of NT and
NA and then convert them into an integer in a scale from 1
to 4 (NTA hereafter, with 4 the highest quality) using three
equidistant cutting points of 0.75 (top 25%), 0.50 and 0.25
to assign each band roughly the same amount of questions.
At the same time, RM is also transformed into 1 to 4 scale
data using such approach. After that, two scale data are
reasoned based on the rule base (see Table 2), which comes
from consensus among the authors and domain experts. In
the end, all questions are labeled as from level 1 to level 4,
with level 4 the highest quality questions. Table 3 summa-
rizes questions with levels and they are taken as the ground
truth.

4. STUDY ONE: FACTORS AFFECTING

QUESTION QUALITY
In CQA portals, askers are posting questions on differ-

ent topics and as such askers and topics are probably the
main sources of varied question quality. However, we know
little about the contribution of askers and topics to the ques-
tion quality. Here, we are concerning which factors have the
major impacts on question quality and we use the subcate-
gories under Entertainment & Music as various topics. We
do not select different categories as topics in that: first, we
observe that the majority of users only ask questions in a
very few categories, thus choosing subcategories as topics
are more representative; second, different subcategories also
reflect various topics, for instance, music, movies, polls and
surveys are three distinctive aspects of entertainment.
Study one is designed thus. We first select the two most

popular subcategories4 (namely, Music and Movies, see Ta-
ble 1) as two representative topics in study one and then
check their distributions of question quality. Next, we track

4The subcategory Polls & Surveys is not chosen since this
subcategory is used to elicit public opinion and we observe
questions in this subcategory usually receive much more an-
swers than others.
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Figure 2: Distributions of question quality in three
topics. (a) Music; (b) Movies.

Table 4: Summary of question quality for different
askers.

User
Music Movies

Mean Std Mean Std

1 2.50 0.93 2.17 0.41

2 2.45 0.52 2.57 0.98

3 1.86 0.90 1.45 0.82

4 2.65 0.72 2.60 0.55

5 1.90 0.74 2.00 0.71

6 2.62 0.87 1.83 0.86

7 2.48 0.68 2.20 0.84

8 2.86 0.92 2.14 0.90

9 2.38 0.92 2.30 1.06

10 2.50 0.53 2.40 0.55

11 2.00 0.71 1.50 0.55

12 2.48 0.95 2.47 0.84

13 2.84 0.68 2.83 0.41

14 1.33 0.52 2.40 0.89

15 1.90 0.74 1.83 0.75

16 1.80 0.84 1.83 0.75

17 2.15 0.55 2.50 1.05

18 2.36 0.92 1.67 0.87

19 2.00 1.00 2.00 1.00

20 2.00 0.67 2.00 1.00

21 2.69 0.68 2.80 0.45

22 2.13 0.99 2.57 1.27

askers with at least five questions in both these two subcat-
egories and test question quality of these questions.

Figure 2 presents the histograms of question quality of
Music, and Movies. We can find that the distributions of
question quality in Music and Movies are close: the number
of questions increases with question quality decreases from
level four to level one; the proportions of each level’s ques-
tions are similar. The difference lies in that the proportion
of questions in level two of Movies is larger. This observa-
tion tells us topics only cannot distinguish good questions
from bad ones.

To investigate the influence of askers, we select a total of
22 askers who have asked at least 5 questions in the two
sub-categories. Mean and standard deviation of the ques-
tion quality are reported in Table 4. Our observations are:
1) Different askers own various question qualities at the same
topic. For instance, question quality of user 8 is much higher
than that of user 16; 2) The question quality of the same
asker on various topics have great differences. E.g., user 14
asks many good questions about Movies, but his/her ques-
tion quality in Music is poor. Therefore, we find that it
is the interaction between asker and topics which plays the



most import role in distinguishing good questions from bad
ones.
To sum up, study one examines the effects of askers and

topics on question quality. We observe that topics them-
selves cannot determine question quality, and the interac-
tion between askers and topics is the most important factor
affecting question quality. This observation motivates us to
design a novel algorithm to predict question quality in the
next study.

5. STUDY TWO: PREDICTION OF QUES-

TION QUALITY
Study one has uncovered the main factors of question

quality, but it is taken place when questions are resolved.
In study two, we have an even more challenging prediction
work: estimating question quality right after a question is
posted but still not answered by any answerers. Motivating
by the result of study one, we model the relationships among
questions, topics and askers as a bipartite graph model. Fig-
ure 3 shows one example, where u1, u2, and u3 asks five
questions (q1, ..., q5) in three topics (t1, t2, and t3). Each
edge linking an asker and a question represents the question
asked by the asker and each rectangle denotes a topic. In
the example, we know that u1 asks q1 and q3, and q2 is in
topic t1. Here topics are represented by subcategories or
categories in CQA portals.
The ideas of our algorithm are straightforward:

1. As for the same topics, questions with similar struc-
tures and expressions will have identical quality and
users with same profiles will embrace approximate ask-
ing expertise.

2. As for different topics, users’ abilities to ask good ques-
tions are not equivalent and such abilities are constant
within a particular period.

3. Each question’s quality is estimated from the qualities
of similar questions and the asker’s abilities to ask good
questions in that topic. Meanwhile, each asker’s abil-
ity of asking good questions at one topic is estimated
from his/her question quality and similar askers’ ask-
ing abilities in that topic.

Based on the these, we propose a graph-based SSL al-
gorithm called “Mutual Reinforcement Label Propagation”
(MRLP) to predict question quality in CQA service. Be-
fore introducing MRLP, we first give the formal definitions
of question quality and users’ asking expertise.

Definition 5.1 (Question quality). Question qi’s qual-

ity is represented by q̂i, which refers to its ability to attract

user attention, get answering attempts and receive the best

answer efficiently. It ranges from 0 to 1. The higher value

is, the higher quality the question has.

Definition 5.2 (Asking expertise). User uj ’s asking

expertise in topic tk is represented by ûjk, which reflects the

user’s ability to ask high quality questions within that topic.

ûjk ranges from 0 to 1. It is worth noting that ûjk models

the effect of interaction of the asker and the topic.

5.1 MRLP
Suppose there arem askers who ask n questions in t topics,

let U1, U2, ..., U t denote the vectors (m×1) of askers’ asking

Figure 3: A toy example. Left: askers; Right: ques-
tions in various topics.

expertise in these topics, and Q(n× 1) denote the vector of
question quality, we define a m × n matrix E, where eij =
1(i ∈ [1,m], j ∈ [1, n]) means ui asks qj , otherwise eij = 0.
From E we get E′:

E
′

ij =
eij

∑n

k=1 eik
. (1)

For the question part of the bipartite graph, we create
edges between any two questions within same topics. The
weight for the edge linking qi and qj is represented by w(qi, qj),
which is calculated from the cosine similarity between the
features of two questions xi and xj :

w(qi, qj) = exp(−
||xi − xj ||

2

λ2
q

), (2)

where λq is a weighting parameter. w(qi, qj) is set to be 0
if qi and qj belong to two different topics. In addition, we
define w(qi, qi) = 0.

Then, we define an n × n probabilistic transition matrix
N :

Nij = P (qi → qj) =
w(qi, qj)

∑n

k=1 w(qi, qk)
, (3)

where Nij is the probability of transit from qi to qj . Sim-
ilarly, we create edges between any two askers who have
asked questions in the same topic(s) for asker part of the
graph with λa as the weighting parameter using Eq. (2). In
addition, we define a m×m probabilistic transition matrix
M like N in Eq. (3).

For topic tk, given some known labels of Uk and/or Q, we
describe the MRLP in Alg. 1. The equation at line 3 esti-
mates users’ asking expertise from their neighbors and their
questions’ qualities. Correspondingly, the equation at line
4 calculates questions’ quality on topic k from their neigh-
bors and their askers’ asking expertise. Repeating MRLP
k times, all questions’ qualities and askers’ asking expertise
are estimated.

Now, we prove the convergence of the MRLP. Suppose
there are l labeled data and u unlabeled data for questions’
qualities together with x labeled data and y unlabeled data
for askers’ asking expertise, i.e., Qk = [q̂k1 , ..., q̂

k
l , q̂

k
l+1,

..., q̂kl+u]
T and Uk = [u1k, ..., uxk, u(x+1)k, ..., u(x+y)k]

T . Thus,

We can split E′, ET ,M and N into four parts:

E
′ =

[

E′

xl E′

xu

E′

yl E′

yu

]

, E
T =

[

ET
xl ET

yl

ET
xu ET

yu

]

,

M =

[

Mxx Mxy

Myx Myy

]

, N =

[

Nll Nlu

Nul Nuu

]

.



Thus, we get
[

Uk
x

Uk
y

]

c+1

= α

[

Mxx Mxy

Myx Myy

] [

Uk
x

Uk
y

]

c

+(1−α)

[

E′

xl E′

xu

E′

yl E′

yu

] [

Qk
l

Qk
u

]

c

,

and
[

Qk
l

Qk
u

]

c+1

= β

[

Nll Nlu

Nul Nuu

] [

Qk
l

Qk
u

]

c

+(1−β)

[

ET
xl ET

yl

ET
xu ET

yu

] [

Uk
x

Uk
y

]

c

.

Since Uk
x and Qk

l are clamped to manual labels in each it-
eration, we now only consider Uk

y and Qk
u. From the above

two equations we get:
[

Uk
y

Qk
u

]

c+1

=

[

αMyy (1− α)E′

yu

(1− β)ET
yu βNuu

] [

Uk
y

Qk
u

]

c

+

[

αMyxU
k
x + (1− α)E′

ylQ
k
l

βNulQ
k
l + (1− β)ET

xuU
k
x

]

.

Let

A =

[

αMyy (1− α)E′

yu

(1− β)ET
yu βNuu

]

, b =

[

αMyxU
k
x + (1− α)E′

ylQ
k
l

βNulQ
k
l + (1− β)ET

xuU
k
x

]

,

we get
[

Uk
y

Qk
u

]

n

= A
n

[

Uk
y

Qk
u

]

0

+ (

n
∑

i=1

A
i−1)b,

where

[

Uk
y

Qk
u

]

0

are the initial values for unlabeled askers and

questions. The following proof is similar to the one in Chap-
ter 2 of [25]. Since M , N , E′ and ET are row normalized
(each row of ET only contains one “1”, others are “0”), Myy,
Nuu, E

′

yu, and ET
yu are sub-matrixes of them,

∃γ < 1,

y+u
∑

j=1

Aij ≤ γ, ∀i = 1, ..., y + u.

So
∑

j

A
n
ij =

∑

j

∑

k

A
n−1
ik Akj

=
∑

k

A
n−1
ik

∑

j

Akj

≤
∑

k

A
n−1
ik γ

≤ γ
n

Therefore the sum of each row of A converges to zero, thus

An

[

Uk
y

Qk
u

]

0

→ 0. Finally we get

[

Uk
y

Qk
u

]

= (I −A)−1
b,

which are fixed values.

5.2 Experimental setup
To verify the effectiveness of the MRLP in predicting

question quality, we experiment with the data described in
Section 3. For each topic of Music and Movies, we choose
questions of those askers who asked at least 10 questions
in that topic. Since our goal is to distinguish high quality
questions from low quality ones, we follow the common bi-
nary classification setting in the previous work [19, 15, 1].

Algorithm 1 MRLP-ST

Input: user asking expertise vector Uk
0 , question quality

vector Qk
0 , E, transition matrixes M and N , weighting

coefficients α and β, some manual labels of Uk
0 and/or

Qk
0 .

1: Set c = 0.
2: while not convergence do
3: Propagate user expertise. Uk

c+1 = α · M · Uk
c + (1 −

α) · E′ ·Qk
c .

4: Propagate question quality. Qk
c+1 = β ·N ·Qk

c + (1−
β) · ET · Uk

c+1, where ET is the transpose of E.
5: Clamp the labeled data of Uk

c+1 and Qk
c+1.

6: Set c = c+ 1.
7: end while

Table 5: Summary of data in study two

Music Movies

# Questions 7,373 1,076
# High-Quality Questions 3,670 331
# Low-Quality Questions 3,703 745

# Askers 314 56

Thus, we take questions of level 3 and level 4 as high qual-
ity ones and the other questions as low quality ones. Table
5 summarizes the data. To get prediction performance at
different training levels, we adjust the training rates from
10% to 90% in our experiments. For each rate we select
the corresponding proportion of earlier posted questions as
training data and the others as testing data.

5.2.1 Selected features

Referring to the work of [1] and [2], we adopt the features
in Table 6 to construct graphs and train classifiers. They
are divided into question-related and asker-related features.
Question-related features are extracted from question text
including subject and content; asker-related features come
from askers’ profiles. For features such as POS entropy, we
use the tool OpenNLP5 to conduct tokenization, detect sen-
tences and annotate the part-of-speech tags. In addition,
we utilize the Microsoft Office Word Primary Interop Refer-
ence6 to detect typo errors.

We also report the information gain of each feature in Ta-
ble 6. It is found that all features’ information gains are
small, which means these features are not so salient to ques-
tion quality. In addition, asker-related features are more
crucial than question-related features since their informa-
tion gains are higher. As for question-related features, space
density and subject length are the most important ones.

5.2.2 Methods compared

We compare the MRLP with the following methods:

• Logistic Regression: Shah et al. [19] apply logistic
regression model to predict answer quality in Yahoo!
Answers. Here we adopt the same approach to predict
question quality with question-related features only
(LR Q), and both question-related and asker-related
features (LR QA). These two methods are treated as
baselines.

5http://opennlp.sourceforge.net/
6http://msdn.microsoft.com/library/bb406008(v=office.11).aspx



Table 6: Summary of features extracted from questions and askers

Name Description IG

Question-related features
Sub len Number of words in question subject (title) 0.0115
Con len Number of words in question content 0.0029
Wh-type Whether the question subject starts with Wh-word (e.g., “what”, “where”, etc.) 0.0001

Sub punc den Number of question subject’s punctuation over length 0.0072
Sub typo den Number of question subject’s typos over length 0.0021
Sub space den Number of question subject’s spaces over length 0.0138
Con punc den Number of question content’s punctuation over length 0.0096
Con typo den Number of question content’s typos over length 0.0006
Con space den Number of question content’s spaces over length 0.0113

Avg word Number of words per sentence in question’s subject and content 0.0048
Cap error The fraction of sentences which are started with a small letter 0.0064

POS entropy The entropy of the part-of-speech tags of the question 0.0004
NF ratio The fraction of words that are not the top 10 frequent words in the collection 0.0009

Asker-related features
Total points Total points the asker earns 0.0339
Total answers Number of answers the asker provided 0.0436
Best answers Number of best answers the asker provided 0.0331

Total questions Number of questions the asker provided 0.0339
Resolved questions Number of resolved questions asked by the asker 0.0357

Star received Number of stars received for all questions 0.0367

• Stochastic Gradient Boosted Tree: Agichtein et
al. [1] report the stochastic gradient boosted trees [10]
(SGBT) perform best among several classification al-
gorithms including SVM and log-linear classifiers to
classify content quality in CQA service. For SGBT
classifier, in each iteration a new decision tree is built
to fit a model to the residuals left by the classifier on
the previous iteration. In addition, a stochastic ele-
ment is added in each iteration to smooth the results
and prevent overfitting. For different features we have
SGBT Q and SGBT QA.

• Harmonic Function: Zhu et al. [26] propose the har-
monic function algorithm for label propagation on a
homogeneous graph, where all nodes (edges) repre-
sent the same kind of object (relationship). To es-
timate question quality, we create a graph in which
each node stands for a question and each edge’s weight
represents two question’s similarity. Let W denote
the weight matrix and D denote the diagonal matrix
with di =

∑

j
wij , then construct stochastic matrix

P = D−1W . Let f =

[

fl
fu

]

where fl are the qualities

of labeled questions and fu are what we want to pre-
dict. We split the matrix W (also D and P ) into four
parts:

W =

[

Wll Wlu

Wul Wuu

]

,

where Wll means the similarities among labeled ques-
tions, and Wlu means the similarities between labeled
questions and unlabeled questions. The harmonic so-
lution [26] is:

fu = (Duu −Wuu)
−1

Wulfl = (I − Puu)
−1

Pulfl. (4)

Similarly, we construct HF Q and HF QA using dif-
ferent features.

In our experiments we use the tool Weka [11] to build logis-
tic regression models and SGBT classifiers. All parameters
of these models are tuned through grid search using the data
when training rate is 90%. Furthermore, we build 10-NN

graphs for graph-based algorithms, i.e., HF Q, HF QA and
MRLP.

5.2.3 Evaluation metrics

We adopt Accuracy, Sensitivity, and Specificity as the
evaluation metrics. Accuracy reflects the overall perfor-
mance of prediction, while Sensitivity and Specificity mea-
sure the algorithm’s ability to classify high quality and low
quality questions into correct classes respectively.

5.3 Experimental results
Table 7 reports the predicting accuracy of these methods

under various training rates across three topics. Figures 4,
5, 6, and 7 present Sensitivity and Specificity of each method
in Music and Movies.

From Table 7 we know the MRLP performs much better
than baseline methods (LR Q and LR QA) in all settings.
E.g., when training rate is 10% for Movies, the Accuracy of
MRLP is 81.63% and 81.08% higher than that of LR Q
and LR QA. In addition, MRLP is more effective in pre-
dicting question quality than other methods in most cases
except when training rate is 10% for Music and 50% for
Movies. This result demonstrates that MRLP are more ef-
fective in predicting questions’ qualities through modeling
the interaction between askers and topics and capturing the
mutual reinforcement relationship between asking expertise
and question quality.

Meanwhile, neither the MRLP nor other methods per-
form very well in classifying question quality across the two



Table 7: Different methods’ performance with question-related features only versus both question-related
and user-related features (Music: α = 0.2, β = 0.2; Movies: α = 0.8, β = 0.1)

Methods
Accuracy under training rate (%)

Music Movies
10 30 50 70 90 10 30 50 70 90

LR Q 0.542 0.442 0.440 0.428 0.415 0.381 0.332 0.656 0.384 0.546
LR QA 0.552 0.439 0.442 0.442 0.408 0.376 0.333 0.652 0.387 0.519
HF Q 0.535 0.528 0.545 0.541 0.547 0.541 0.487 0.548 0.514 0.546
HF QA 0.535 0.545 0.559 0.557 0.565 0.505 0.496 0.548 0.499 0.491
SGBT Q 0.550 0.574 0.590 0.592 0.576 0.595 0.570 0.548 0.539 0.593
SGBT QA 0.615 0.605 0.631 0.634 0.637 0.595 0.527 0.587 0.542 0.593
MRLP 0.599 0.612 0.633 0.656 0.664 0.607 0.603 0.554 0.582 0.611
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Figure 4: Sensitivity versus training rate across var-
ious methods in Music

topics. Even the training rate is set to be 90%, there are still
more than 35% of questions not correctly classified. The
reason is that question text and asker profile features are
not salient features of question quality, as shown in Table 6.
Since all features’ information gains are less than 0.05, it is
very hard to make satisfying prediction using these features.

5.3.1 Question-related features vs. asker-related
features

Comparing LR Q, HF Q, and SGBT Q with LR QA,
HF QA and SGBT QA from Table 7, we find that with
asker-related features the accuracy of prediction is substan-
tially higher than the same methods without using asker-
related features in Music. However, there seems to be a
decrease of accuracy if asker-related features are used in
Movies, fewer askers in Movies may explain this special case.
Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 give more details. In specific, utiliz-
ing asker-related features increases the Sensitivity of SGBT
and the Specificity of LR and HF in Music, and enhance
the Sensitivity of LR and HF in Movies. However, it de-
creases the Sensitivity of HF and Specificity of SGBT in
Music and the Specificity of LR and HF in Movies.

5.3.2 Mixture vs. separation of user-related features

Comparing LR QA, HF QA and SGBT QA withMRLP
which all use question-related and user-related features,MRLP
performs the best on Accuracy. When looking at the Sensi-
tivity in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6, the Specificity in Fig. 5 and Fig. 7,
MRLP is more balanced in Sensitivity and Specificity than
other algorithms. For instance, LR Q has the highest Speci-
ficity for Movies but the lowest Sensitivity, which means it
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Figure 5: Specificity versus training rate across var-
ious methods in Music
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Figure 6: Sensitivity versus training rate across var-
ious methods in Movies
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Figure 7: Specificity versus training rate across var-
ious methods in Movies



almost predicts all questions into low-quality ones. Thus,
MRLP is more effective in discriminating high quality ques-
tions from low ones. Overall, MRLP gives the best perfor-
mance since it integrates the question-related features with
asker-related features naturally other than a simple combi-
nation. In particular, it improves the performance of the
second best method (SGBT QA) by 7% on average in Mu-

sic and Movies. MRLP naturally separate question-related
features and user-related features in graph construction, and
the above results demonstrate this approach is better than
simply combining these features.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we conduct two studies to investigate ques-

tion quality in CQA services. In study one, we analyze the
factors influencing question quality and find that the inter-
action of users and topics leads to the difference of question
quality. Based on the findings of study one, in study two
we propose a mutual reinforcement-based label propagation
algorithm to predict question quality using features of ques-
tion text and asker profile.
We experiment with real world data set and the results

demonstrate that our algorithm is more effective in dis-
tinguishing high quality questions from low quality ones
than logistic regression model and other state-of-the-art al-
gorithms, such as the stochastic gradient boosted tree and
the harmonic function. However, as current features ex-
tracted from question text and asker profile are not so salient,
neither our algorithm nor other classical methods achieves
satisfactory performance at present.
Current results lead us to further explore the salient fea-

tures of question quality in the future work. We also plan
to utilize question quality to improve question search and
question recommendation in CQA services.
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